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speech was a brilliant exposition of the real state of affairs
in the so-called Polish Corridor and one of the most enlight-
ened surveys of the complex problem of Polish-German
relations throughout the history of both nations.   The
speech was reported in all American newspapers, repeated
and reprinted.   Although the presentation of the matter
could not have been more convincing, Paderewski was very
worried when he was shown the uncorrected shorthand
reports of his speech and when he found that certain of his
sentences and some of his expressions would not pass for
perfect English ; and when an adviser helped him to elimin-
ate those slips, he was anxious that the originality of his style
and the richness of his vocabulary should not be sacrificed.
In the matter of literary style Paderewski in some ways
resembled his compatriot Joseph Conrad :   he knew the
subtle values of the English language, and he shared Conrad's
love of rare words, new metaphors and original description.
This speech of May, 1932, in New York also showed that
PaderewskTs political interest was by no means dead.
Poland was constantly at the back of his mind, and he
never missed an opportunity of helping the cause of Polish
politics abroad or of making propaganda for his native land.
This work was never affected by the fact that Paderewski
disagreed with the existing political state of affairs in Poland,
which with only short exceptions had been guided through-
out all those years by Joseph Pilsudski.
Under Pilsudski's unorthodox but beneficial rule the
country was growing stronger from year to year. From a
" Saison Staat" (Season State),—as the German called it
soon after the war,—Poland was becoming one of the im-
portant powers in Europe, Pilsudski's methods may often
have been obnoxious to Paderewski, but they suited the
existing conditions admirably, and they showed an almost
uncanny instinct for the opportune policy. Pilsudski con-
solidated his country with the same success with which he
saved it—and with it the whole of Europe—from the
Bolshevik invasion in 1920, While he was the real moulder

